Ethical Storytelling guidelines
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Protection of our Pearls, their families, and their community

Shape stories to maintain the dignity and humility of those we are representing.
Ask yourself - “Would I be okay if I or my community was being represented this
way?” Remember that dignity is fundamental, even more so when suffering is
involved. Each community and Ghana as a whole should be shown in a positive
light. Constituent first, donor second.

Ethical story sourcing and sharing

Respect, don’t exploit, privacy to ensure the dignity of and safety of story subjects.
This involves communicating to the subject how their story will be used. Each voice
should feel empowered rather than exploited, their story told rather than used. We
must be clear to the Pearls and their families that they do not owe us their story
and give them the freedom to decline sharing.

Avoid over-dramatization, stereotyping, or simplifying

Even if it makes a story more persuasive, avoid morphing an individual’s story into
something it is not. This will require awareness and consideration from The Pearl
House. Using someone, like a local, that is familiar with the culture and area would
be helpful in identifying situations that are being represented poorly.

Remember consent in identification

All those being portrayed through The Pearl House’s social media or video
materials should be asked if they are comfortable sharing their personal story,
being named, and having their image displayed. This is done through written
consent forms (i.e. registration forms at PHA).

Look for advice in gray-area situations

Oftentimes, there will be difficult decisions to make while telling sensitive stories. It
is helpful to seek the opinion of leaders within The Pearl House or other leaders
with the lens of ethicality. Remember that sometimes it is better not to share.

Shape stories as a call to action

The stories we are sharing should be pathways to action, with a specific and doable
call to action ending each one. Think about what the goal is of sharing this piece of
media and if what we are sharing meets that goal.

It's important to us at The pearl house to remember that the Pearls are not a
brand, they are people. and their stories are their own. we tell their stories
as a testimony of what god is doing in their lives, the lives of others, and in
their communities. We aim to bring light to their situations and raise
awareness about the hope that is surfacing.

Types of Stories The Pearl House is telling:
Focus

stories allow people to understand the mission, vision, and current work of
The Pearl House

Founding

stories highlight how The Pearl House was formed and those involved in the
process

Future

stories describe the future vision of The Pearl House, what we hope to
achieve, and how we need help accomplishing that goal

impact

stories are testimonials that showcase the influence and impact The Pearl
House is making in individuals, in the community, and in the world

people

stories are about staff, volunteers, donors, or individuals within The Pearl
House and how our organization has changed them

strength

stories highlight the capabilities of The Pearl House and the programs that
further our mission

